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ABSTRACT

The paper presents a method of automatic

speaker recognition in open sets ensuring a

good effectiveness of elimination of stran-

gers’ voices, 1.e. the voices that do not

belong to a given set of known speakers.

The applied procedure is discussed and des-

cription of speaker recognition experiments

based on this procedure presented. The re-

sults obtained for a test material consist-

ing of speech samples produced by 10 known

speakers and 10 other speakers are very

promissing /99 % of correct elimination of
strangers' voices/ and confirming the perk
tinence of theoretical assumptions.

INTRODUCTION

In-tasks of automatic speaker recognition
such situations may occur in which it cannot
be assumed that an unknown voice to be rec-
ognized belongs to a known set of classes of
voices /closed set/. Thus, a problem arises

to work out an algorithm of recognition that
Conld operate in open sets of speakers, 1.6.
with no assumption that a speech sample of
an unknown speaker must belong to one speaa
ker from a given set of speakers. The idea
of such approach to the problem of automatic
Speaker recognition was presented to the 10
ICPhS [1] . The present paper contains the
analysis of this problem taking as a basis
the classical Bayes's decision criterion.
One of the main purposes of this study was
to perform the analysis of probability of
error and risk connected with a decision-ma-

king process in open sets with regard to the
selection of discrimination threshold and

the manner of approximation of conditional

distribution of strangers' voices.

THEORETICAL BASES

In automatic Voice recognition speech sank

ples are represented by their patterns, 1.e.

multidimensional vectors of parameters in

observation space XK /K - space dimension/.
The vectors x extracted from speech samples

of particular speakers form distributions

characterized by densities of conditional

probabilities 0(xlm) , where m is a speaker
number or generally a class. It may be assu-
med that these distributions are normal dis-
tributions expressed by the formula /Fig.1/:

_K -1 r._. ~

Qkklm)-(2"fl)zl3m|zexpfé-(x-WQT Bmkx-Wm)} /1/

where Bm - covariance matrix for a class

V - mean vector for a classm
1 an -

w1n g E Z;xm,i
Q:

m=1,2,..fi Ml- number of'classes

is1,2,..Im I - number of utterance
repetitions for a class

Tr - sign of vector transposition

In recognition process the classical Bayes’s
decision criterion considers a probability
mly) with which a test pattern y repre.
'sents the class m.

P m y . °(Y|m)Ph(I) :5". 0(t m
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and — in relation to the open set - also the

error of false acceptance:

was defined as

M
H = 34 Qav Qav = I172 Q(wml m) /15/

:1
I13/ where z~- coefficient /experiment parameter/

,.-_ ‘ For the second case two versions of defining

individual thresholds Hm were distinguished:

the Q(xio) distribution may be approximated

by means of M planes, one by one for each

V subspace Xm.

“CA

Qmo) = six) m =

'
f

— robability of appearances o

‘
where Pm getterns from a given class

The classical approach to recognition prob—

lem relies on finding a minimal risk Rm(y)

connected with assigning the pattern y to

the class m.

XEXE /6/ r5 = No—

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Speaker recognition experiments in open set

- K
where Gmkx) = gm’o + nnk + Xk /7/

M
' ‘ /3/

MY) = 21', Cm,1QkV|1)P1
L=‘

- ement of decision matrix re—

where Cm’l gresenting the cost of decision

' the
‘ ulti from ass1gning

pittern§%rom the class 1 as be—

longing to the class m. 2 .

{ngcase pf.speaker recognition in open sets

the.set of classd§?§pnsists of M known cla-

sses /closed>set/ and onefimulbdobjest.class

r voices that- do-

conecorresponding to all othe

not belong to the set M. These voices

stitute so called "ground" or strangers’

voices class /m = 0/. The conditional dis-

tribution Q(x‘0) of ground‘ is in general

case.a multimodal distribution with parame-

ters that are not known.

Considering these assumptions the recogni-

tion procedure in open sets may be presen-

ted as consisting of two stages:

1.1dentification in the closed set, i.e.

finding mx for which

Rmx(y) mgr: My) /4/
m

what means a temporary assigning a test

pattern y to the class m“.

2.Verification, i.e. checking the condition

Rust-‘7) < ROM /5/

If the condition /5/ is fulfilled, the pat-

tern y belongs to the class mx ; in the op-

posite case it belongs to the class m = O,

i.e. the ground.

It is to observe that the formula [4/ perk

mits to devide the parameter space into M

subspaces XE. Similarly, the ineguality /5/

defines areas XSm in subspaces Xm /Fig.2/.

It follows that it is not necessary to know

the total distribution of (2040), but only

the limits

tion in the vicinity of these limits. Thus,
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of areas xgm or Q(x|0) distribu-

K4

is the equation of plane m in subspace XE

/Fig.2/. Discontinuities of such approxima.

tion at the borders of subspaces Xm are in.

significant for the verification process.

RECOGNITION ERRORS

'The information about errors is contained--~'

in the statistics of identification and ve—

rification shown in Fig.3. In_this figure

O particular symbols have the meaning:uV

N — number of voice patterns

w — patterns belonging to the closed set

0 - patterns from beyond the closed set

P - initially correctly‘recognized

B - initially incorrectly recognized

A - accepted by verification

E - eliminated by verification

for example NWPE indicates the number of

patterns from the closed set, correctly re-

cognized by the classifier, but next rejec-

ted in the verification process.

Within the closed set the statistics of in-

correct recognitions is represented by:

N.8 = NB /8/

“w

Verification procedure devides this error

into two components:

N= R
NBA NBE /9/

= -fi-— and = “N'-

SA 1:1 ‘55 w

and introduces verification errors: the

error of incorrect rejection expressed 85

-l NWPEd, = v /10/

N + N 1

or as OCH= —-}r——-———WPE WE =06 +5 /11/
W

m NWPE " “WEE _ I /12/
at = “W -06 + a; ,

were performed in the following conditions:

a/ A specific cue material was used. It was

a Polish sentence "Jutro bedzie ladny dzien"

/Tomorrow it’ll be a fine day/. Distribu-

tions of time intervals between zero-cross-

ings [3] were extracted from this sentence

and used as vectors of parameters. The di-

mension of observation space was K = 4 /the

parameters of the largest discrimination

power were selected/.

b/.The learning sequence consisted of 100

vectors xm,i obtained from Im = 10 repeti-

tions of the utterance by M = 10 speakers.

c/ The testing sequence consisted of 10

other repetitions of the utterance by 10.

speakers from the closed set and 10 repeti-

tions by 10 speakers from beyond the closed

set. Thus, the open set contained 200 vec-

tors ym’i obtained from 20 speakers.

Since the main concern of this study was

verification procedure for a fixed measure—

ment set—up, the experiments were arranged

in such a way that first speaker identifica-

tion procedure was applied to the total tes-

ting sequence and next verification proce-

dure was utilized for different values of

verification parameters.

In the recognition process m;,1, Rm*(ym,i)
and Ro(ym,i) were calculated for each pair
mli /see formulas 3,4 and 5/, assuming that
the elements Cm,l of matrix C are equal 1 in

case of incorrect decisions or 0 in case of

correct decisions.

From the possible ways of Q(x|0) approxima-

tion /eq. 6 and 7/ two simple cases were ins
Vestigated in the experiments /see Fig.2/:

0
1o Q(XIO) = H H = const /14/
2 Q(xi0) a Hm m =X€X1Kn /15/

For the first case the decision threshold'

Hm =5\Q(wm|m) /17/

and ' Hm =rm0(wmlm) , /18/
where 5%“ - coefficient selected individu-

ally to minimize verification risk for a

given class on the basis ofoc and [3 errors.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of the experiments are set‘to-

gather in Table 1 which presents the errors

for different approximations of Q(x[0) and

3A values that minimize the verification

risk. The influence ofa‘coefficient oncé

and 6 errors for the case nr 1 /eq. 14 and
16/ is shown as example in Fig. 4.‘Analyzing

the data presented in-Table i it may be no-

ticed that the speaker recognition scores

are very little differentiated in the exam-

ined cases. This may be the result of very--

effective discriminating power of the. vec-

tors applied and/or too small size of the

test set. It is, however, necessary to em—

phasize that the results obtained confirmed

the pertinence of methodological assumptions

what was the main purpose of this study.

The methodological considerations permit-to

state that the proposed method of voice re-

cognition in open sets is very elastic and

it enables to adjust the global character-

istics, i.e.OCIandIB errors, to adopted

strategy of recognition system. For a given

set of patterns describing the voices it is

always possible to optimize the recognition

by a proper selection of approximation of

the ground class distribution, i.e. by pro-

per selection of decision threshold. It is

a basic advantage of the presented method

of speaker recognition in open sets verified

experimentally for a test population of 20

speakers. '
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Table 1. Recognition errors

' Case 1°~eq16 2°-eq17 2°-eq17 2°-eq18 . ¥;uzfli
y=2.1o‘5 3:2.10‘4 3:3.10'4 may”, / \

Error % % % % ' f E
' . .7.— .. :1» 1-4- fine-db .

. * 67 8 e 8 8 g x: 1
1 §;. 5 6 6 6 15‘ “%f

Sg 2 __-__ 2 2 2 “1
. 06‘ 1 __2 1 1 u:

ci”' 9 ___1o 9 9 ¢«»x§“-o
at”. 3 _ 4 3 3 -

- - 1 F .2 Illustration of approximation of
[3 1 1 2 Q xlo} and determination of decision thres-

- hold H for one dimensional 7paceil -
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FIGURES

Fig.3. Statistics of recognitions in open
sets; a - recognitions accepted by verifi-
cation, b - recognitions rejected by veri--
fication, c - patterns from the closed set,
d - patterns from beyond the closed set,
e - classes.
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Fig.1. Examples of Q(xlm) distributions in E a'case of two dimensional space IK.- 2/.
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Fig.4.oé and [3 errors in the function offor the case nr 1 leq.14 and 16/.
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